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ABSTRACT 
All the modern electronic systems require high quality, small, light weight, cheap, reliable and efficient power supplies. DC-DC 
converters are widely used in computer peripheral power supplies, car auxiliary power supplies, servomotor drives and medical 
equipments. Because of the effects of the parasitic elements, the output voltage and power transfer efficiency of such converters 
are restricted. In order to eliminate these limitations, the voltage lift technique has been successfully applied to DC–DC converters 
resulting in a new series named as Luo converters. A Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) is a soft computing technique which neither 
requires a precise mathematical model of the neither system nor complex computations. TMS320C242 Digital Signal Processor has 
many special features to implement intelligent control algorithms in real time. Hence in this research work, design and hardware 
implementation of fuzzy logic controller have been carried out using TMS320C242 DSP for the Triple-Lift Luo converter .The 
experimental results are presented and analyzed under line and load disturbances. It can line and load disturbances are 
satisfactorily and effectively rejected by the fuzzy controller with less settling time and less peak overshoot designed for the 
chosen converter. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

DC-DC converters accept DC input voltage at one level and produce DC output voltage at another level. 

Luo converters belong to a new series of DC-DC converters which have been developed from basic converters 

using the voltage lift technique [1-2]. Due to the time-varying and switching nature of the Luo converter, its 

dynamical behavior becomes highly non-linear and the choice of appropriate control method has a crucial role 

in the performance of the converter. 

The controllers should ensure system stability in any operating condition and good static and dynamic 

performances in terms of rejection of supply disturbances and load changes. Linear control methods ensure 

stability and good control only in small vicinity around the operating point. These classical controllers are 

designed using mathematical models by linearising non-linearities around the nominal operating point. Since 

these controllers are also sensitive to the operating points and parameters variations, a high degree of accuracy 

cannot be guaranteed from them. To ensure that the controllers work well in large signal conditions and to 

enhance their dynamic responses, a fuzzy logic controller which is one of the soft computing technique is 

suggested in this work. Fuzzy Logic controller (FLC) has received a great deal of attention due to its excellent 

behavior when applied to complex and non-linear systems. Since the fuzzy control rules are not derived from a 
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heuristic knowledge of the system behavior, precise mathematical modeling nor complex computations are 

needed to design the fuzzy logic controller [4-6]. 

TMS320C242 DSP is a 16-bit fixed point Digital Signal Processor (DSP). The highly paralleled 

architecture and very flexible instruction set provide a speed of 20 Million Instructions per Second (MIPS) and 

this high processing speed of CPU allows the user to compute parameters in real time[3]. Hence the DSP based 

implementation of the above controller for the chosen converter has been presented in this work which 

demonstrates the suitability of applying fuzzy control in practical converter and to ensure regulated output 

voltage under supply and load disturbances. The experimental results highlight the validity and superiority of 

the developed controller. 

Section II deals with analysis of negative output triple lift luo converter. Section III explains the operation 

of Fuzzy Logic Controller. Section IV gives the overall architectural view of DSP. Section V describes the 

hardware implementation of the Fuzzy control of Luo converter. Section VI deals the experimental results 

presented and analysed and followed by conclusion in Section VII.  

 

1. Analysis Of Negative Output Triple-Lift Luo Converter: 

The Negative output elementary Luo converter can perform step-down and step-up DC-DC conversion. The 

other negative output Luo converters are derived from this elementary circuit; they are the self-lift circuit, re-lift 

circuit and multiple lift circuits (e.g. triple-lift and quadruple-lift circuits).The negative output triple-lift circuit is 

shown in Fig. 1. Switch S is a p-channel power MOSFET device (PMOS). It is driven by a pulse width 

modulated (PWM) switching signal with repeating frequency f and conduction duty k. The switch repeating 

period is T = 1/f so that the switch-on period is kT and the switch-off period is (1 - k)T. The load is usually 

resistive, i.e., R = Vo/Zo; the normalised load is Zn=R/fL . Each converter consists of a pump circuit S-L-D-(C) 

and a π-type filter C-Lo-Co, as well as a lift circuit. The pump inductor L absorbs energy from the source during 

switch-on, and transfers the stored energy to capacitor C during switch-off. The energy on capacitor C is then 

delivered to the load during switch-on. Therefore, if the voltage V, is high, the output voltage Vo is 

correspondingly high. When the switch S is turned off, the current io flows through the freewheeling diode D. 

This current descends in a whole switching-off period (1 - k)T. If the current io does not reach zero before 

switch S is turned on again, this working state is defined as a continuous mode. If the current io reaches zero 

before switch S is turned on again, this working state is defined as a discontinuous mode. 

Negative output triple-lift converter consists of one static switch S, four inductors L, L1, L2 and Lo, five 

capacitors C, Cl, C2, C3 and CO, and diodes. The circuit C1-D1-Ll-C2-D2-D11-L2-C3-D3-D12is the lift circuit. 

Capacitors C1, C2 and C3perform characteristics to lift the capacitor voltage Vc by three times the source voltage 

VI, L1 and L2 perform the function of ladder joints to link the three capacitors C1,C2 and C3 and raise the 

capacitor voltage Vc. The currents iC1(t), ic2(t) and iC3(t) are exponential functions. They have large values at the 

moment of power-on, but they are small, because VC1 = VC2 = Vc3= VI in the steady state. 

The output voltage and current are 
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The voltage transfer gain in continuous mode is  
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Other average voltages: 

 

Vc = V0 ; VC1 = VC2=VC3 =VI             (4) 

 

Other average currents: 
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Fig. 1: Negative Output Triple-Lift Luo converter 

 
Table I: Circuit parameters of negative output Triple –Lift LUO converter 

Parameters Symbol Values 

Input voltage V in 10 V 

Output voltage Vo -60V 

Inductors  L-L1-L2-L0 330µH 

Capacitors C0-C1-C2-C3-C 22µf/60V 

Load resistance R 10Ω 

Switching frequency fs 50KHZ 

Duty ratio d 0.5 

 

2.Fuzzy Logic Controller:  

Fuzzy logic control easily embeds the knowledge and key elements of human thinking in the design of 

nonlinear controllers. Qualitative and heuristic considerations, which cannot be handled by conventional control 

theory, can be used for control purposes in a systematic form by applying fuzzy control concepts [6-7]. The 

fuzzy logic control does not require an accurate mathematical model. It can work with imprecise inputs, handle 

nonlinearity and are much less sensitive to the disturbance compared to most nonlinear controllers. In complex, 

nonlinear or undefined systems for which a good practical knowledge exists, the FLCs usually outperform other 

controllers. The generic structure of an FLC for control of negative output Triple-Lift Luo converter is 

illustrated in Fig. 2. Generally every fuzzy inference system involves three stages, including fuzzification, 

inference and defuzzification. In fuzzification the input variables are mapped into suitable linguistic values 

using membership functions (MFs). Then in the inference stage, the fuzzy if-then rules are evaluated using an 

inference engine and the fuzzy control action is inferred from the knowledge of the fuzzy rules and the linguistic 

variables definition. The defuzzification procedure involves the conversion of the inferred fuzzy result to a crisp 

control action. 

 
Fig. 2: Block Diagram of FLC for Luo converter 

 

The various steps involved in the design of FLC is as follows:  

1. Define inputs and outputs for the FLC 

2. Define frame for fuzzy variables 

3. Assign membership values to Fuzzy variables    

4. Create a Rule Base 

5. Choose scaling gains for the variables  

6. Fuzzify inputs to the FLC 
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7. Determine which rules fire 

8. Infer the output recommended by each rule 

9. Aggregate the fuzzy outputs recommended by each rule  

10. Defuzzify the aggregated fuzzy set to form crisp output from the FLC. 

 

Fuzzification: 

The inputs of the FLC are the error between actual output voltage and the reference voltage, e(k)  and the 

change of this error ∆e(k) . The input variables e (k) and ∆e(k) are transformed into fuzzy variables by using 

membership functions. In the proposed control strategy, seven triangular MFs are considered for each input 

variable, namely Negative Big (NB), Negative Medium (NM), Negative Small (NS), zero (Z), Positive Small(P 

S), Positive Medium (PM) and Positive Big (PB). The membership functions for e ( k) and ∆e(k) are shown in 

Fig. 3 and the output membership function is shown in Fig. 4  

 

Inference: 

The expert knowledge of the converter behavior has been used to construct the fuzzy if-then control rules 

that associate the fuzzy inputs and fuzzy output. In the inference stage, the fuzzy control rules are evaluated and 

the output of each rule, termed the firing strength, is inferred. The rule table for the proposed control strategy is 

presented in Table I. Based on this table the first rule can be expressed as, 

 

if e(k) is NB AND ∆e(k) is NB, then ∆dk is NB 

 

The linguistic operator AND is implemented by using the minimization function ‘min’. Hence, the inferred 

firing strength for the first rule can be stated as, 

 
 

where, µe and µ∆e are the membership functions of e(k) and ∆e(k) respectively. Similarly the inference 

engine computes the firing strength of all other rules, the final result of inference process is a series of fuzzfied 

output values. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Membership functions for e,ce   Fig. 4: Membership functions for δdk 

 

Rule Table and Inference Engine: 

The  derivation  of  the  fuzzy  control  rules  is  heuristic  in  nature  and  based  on  the  following criteria: 

 

1.When the output of the converter is far from the set point, the change of duty cycle must be large so as to 

bring the output to the set point quickly.  

2.When the output of the converter is approaching the set point, a small change of duty cycle is necessary.  

3.When the output of the converter is near the set point and is approaching it rapidly, the duty cycle must be 

kept constant so as to prevent overshoot.  

4.When the set point is reached and the output is still changing, the duty cycle must be changed a little bit to 

prevent the output from moving away.  

5.When the set point is reached and the output is steady, the duty cycle remains unchanged and when the 

output is above the set point, the sign of the change of duty cycle must be negative and vice versa. 

 

According to these criteria, a rule table is derived and is shown in Table 2 

From the rule table, the rules are manipulated as follows: If error is NB, and change in error is NB, then 

output is NB.  
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Table 2: Rule base for FLC 

                  ce 

c 
NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB 

NB NB NB NB NB NM NS ZE 

NM NB NB NB NM NS ZE PS 

NS NB NB NM NS ZE PS PM 

ZE NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB 

PS NM NS ZE PS PM PB PB 

PM NS ZE PS PM PB PB PB 

PB ZE PS PM PB PB PB PB 

  

Defuzzification: 

The method of center of gravity (COG) is used in this work for the defuzzification process. In COG, each 

output membership function is clipped at the corresponding rule firing strengths. Then COG of the composite 

area is calculated and the horizontal coordinate is used as the output of the FLC. 

 

3. TMS320C242 DSP CONTROLLER: 

The Texas Instruments TMS320C242 DSP is a programmable digital controller with C2xx DSP as the core 

processor. The DSP core is a 16-bit fixed-point processor. It contains on-chip memory and useful peripherals 

integrated onto a single piece of silicon. The speed of operation is 20 Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS). 

This high processing speed of the C2xx CPU allows user to compute parameters in real time. The following 

characteristics make this DSP the right choice for a wide range of applications: 

Very flexible instruction set, Inherent operational flexibility, High speed, Innovative parallel architecture, 

Compactness and cost effectiveness  

 

Fig.5 shows the architectural overview of TMS320LF2407 DSP. The peripheral set includes: 

Event manager module which has General Purpose Timers and PWM generators, 10 bit Analog to digital 

converter with conversion time of 1µs, Control Area Network interface, Serial Peripheral Interface, Serial 

Communication Interface, General Purpose bi-directional digital I/O and Watchdog timer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Functional Block Diagram of TMS320C242 DSP 

 

4. Hardware Implementation: 

The block diagram for the TMS320C242 DSP based implementation of closed loop control of a Luo 

converter is shown  

Regulation of the output voltage (PV) of the Luo converter is done using a feedback arrangement. A 

resistance divider network scales down the output voltage suitably in the signal conditioning circuit shown in 

Fig.6. The output voltage of the divider is fed to the ADC of DSP through a high impedance differential input 

amplifier. The DSP based controller computes the actual output voltage and compares it with the reference 

voltage (SP). The error (e) and change in error (ce) are processed by the fuzzy control algorithm in DSP to 

suitably adjust the duty ratio of the PWM signal applied to the MOSFET through optocoupler and MOSFET 

driver circuits. The previous value of error (pe) is used to calculate ce. The event manager module of the DSP is 

programmed to provide the PWM signal. 
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Fig. 6: Block Diagram of closed loop control for Triple –Lift LUO converter 

 

 
Fig. 7: Hardware set up for Triple –Lift LUO converter 

 

5. Experimental results and Discussion: 

A snapshot of the experimental setup for a LUO converter is displayed in Fig. 7. The Fig.8 shows the 

transient response of the Negative output Triple –Lift Luo converter subject to the step change of the input 

supply voltage. When the input voltage changes suddenly from 10 V to 12.5 V at 0.04 sec , the duty cycle has to 

compensate by reducing its value to keep  the output voltage  as -60 Volts . It is observed that the settling time is 

2ms and peak overshoot is 5.83% and when the input voltage is changed from 10V-7.5V at 0.06 sec, the duty 

cycle has to increase to keep the output voltage constant .The settling time is 5ms and the peak overshoot 

4.16%.  

The fuzzy logic controller considered for a Triple- Lift Luo converter under load regulation is shown in 

Fig.9. when the load resistance increases suddenly from 10 Ω to 12 Ω at 0.04 sec, the duty cycle increases until 

it reaches the reference voltage(-60 volts). The settling time and the % peak overshoot are 2ms and 6.6%. When 

the load suddenly changes from 10 Ω to 8 Ω at time 0.06 sec, the original duty cycle decreases to achieve the set 

value(-60volts). The settling time and the % peak overshoot are 3ms and 5%. When the output voltage is lower 

than its reference value, the fuzzy rules always try to add positive change of the duty cycle to bring the output 

voltage as close as possible to its reference value. When the output voltage is higher than its reference value, the 

fuzzy rules add negative change to the duty cycle to bring the output voltage back to its reference value. 
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Table 3: Performance Evaluation  

Start up Transients                                       Supply disturbance                               Load disturbance 
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FUZZY 0.8 1.3 -- -- 2.1 5.83 2 4.16 5 6.6 2 5 3 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: Transient response of Luo converter with fuzzy logic controller : step change  of ±25% of rated supply 

voltage at 0.04 sec and 0.06 sec 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: Transient response of Luo converter with fuzzy logic controller: step change of ±20% of rated load at 

0.04 sec and 0.06 sec 
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Conclusion: 

The Controllers for future power supplies will be required to perform many intelligent operations in 

addition to providing closed loop control. Expert system based control are found to provide an easy solution to 

this problem. Hence the implementation of fuzzy controller for the closed loop regulation of Luo converter has 

been carried out in this work. The intelligent controller is used to change the duty cycle of the converter and 

thereby the output voltage is regulated. The performance of the chosen Luo converter with the above controller 

has been evaluated using TMS320C242DSP under load and line disturbances (table 3) and the results are 

presented  
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